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Scholar Exchange programs are an opportunity for professional collaboration, networking, and practice 

sharing. The VCU: GHUCCTS Virtual Scholar Exchange Program provides this opportunity for researchers 

in each institution's KL2 Career Development program to present their work at the partnering school, 

with the goal of enhancing trainee experience, sharing science across disciplines, networking, and 

encouraging new team science collaborations. The program provides a valuable learning and career 

development experiences for our scholars, both those who visit and those who host each of these visits. 

The key to this experience is the program design. The KL2 scholars at the hosting institution coordinated 

the exchange, identified additional senior faculty for visiting scholars to meet with and hosted Grand 

Rounds-style presentations; facilitating questions and answer sessions. Additionally, all scholars 
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participate in the scholar breakfast where they exchange experiences of being scholars. The process we 

developed for these virtual scholar exchanges include: 

• KL2 scholars complete the KL2 visiting scholars’ package (visiting scholar one- pager, NIH 

Biosketch, short bio, and one paragraph research abstract which summarizes their research). 

• Hosting institution KL2 team collaborate to create the scholar exchange experience and complete 

the Visiting scholar exchange agenda template. 

• Finalized agenda template is shared with the participating visiting KL2 scholar and 

administrators. Revision requests are accepted as needed.  

• The virtual scholar exchange commences (scholar presentation, 1:1 meeting, KL2 scholar group 

meeting).   

• Scholars record insights and reflections from the exchange program  

• Evaluation of program outcomes conducted by CTSA leadership     

Outcomes: During this reporting period, we hosted four virtual scholar exchanges (two at VCU and two 

at Georgetown). An evaluation of the program and programmatic outcomes is under way. 

Lessons Learned: Coordinating multiple stakeholders is time-consuming for scholars. Although one of 

the outcomes of the program, from a team science lens, is for scholars to increase their working 

knowledge of transdisciplinary experts within their own institution, this appears limited at best. Most of 

the coordinating is ultimately facilitated by others. 
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